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Russ Ditzel, M.Div. North Carolina (Ordained 1972; Married to Marian 1979)
Which of you, if your son asks for bread, will give him a stone? (Matthew 7:9)
The Second Vatican Council closed on December 8, 1965 embracing fresh air, focusing on the world outside
the confines of church buildings, ministering to those on the margins, and highlighting the central role that
women occupy in the Church constituted as the People of God.
Almost 54 years later a Synod of 181 BISHOPS, a number of religious brothers, and a couple of women, with
great fanfare and anticipation, finally gathered in the Pan-Amazon Region to discuss the fact that there were
not enough priests to meet the sacramental needs of their faith communities.
As women constitute the informal leadership of most Catholic communities around the globe, and certainly
in the Amazon region where the synod was held, the bishops heard about the great numbers of women
across the region who have been effectively ministering in their faith communities … leading their people,
teaching, preaching, baptizing, witnessing the exchange of marriage vows, calling communities to eucharistic-based prayer services.
Formally determining that there was a ‘priest shortage’ in the region, the bishops and religious brothers, (no
women allowed), voted to solve the problem by ordaining the male deacons who already existed in the
region to the role of priest.
The best the bishops and Pope Francis could do was to reconstitute a study group on how the women in
these faith-leadership roles could be recognized … non-sacramentally.
When your daughter asks for bread, will you at least give her a stone so she can make Stone Soup to feed
her community? And again today … Jesus weeps over Jerusalem (Luke 19:41)
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Bob Loftus, Minneapolis, MN (Ordained: 1963; Married Mary Jo 1977)
Pope Francis and the Bishops were great in addressing the ecological and indigenous challenges in the
Amazon. The final document was great in challenging the bishops to take this ecological message and especially that in Laudato Si back to their dioceses. The document recommended a married priesthood for permanent deacons from stable families in the Amazon, not focused on seminarians. Some Bishops are afraid that
other seminarians would want a married priesthood. It remains to be seen if this comes to fruition.

The pan-Amazonian bishops seemed more in touch with the people and wanted to keep the synod and its
authority going. The women priests were left out in the cold along with the discussion of women deacons. The
women do the work of evangelizing. NCR says that “60 percent of Catholic communities in the region are led
by women”.
The women’s voices were included but their leadership was not formally recognized through a female diaconate and other ways. Many women felt the final document was asking the Bishops to formally recognize
their leadership and authority.

It was sad that the religious brothers could vote on the final document, but the religious women couldn’t. The
Pope said he had heard the needs of the women religious regarding the permanent diaconate and will work on
it. We will see
Many right-wing traditionalists misconstrued indigenous ways of life and practices, depicting these as against
modernity. It had an upside that it caused out Commonweal discussion study group the group to discuss the
differences as the “cry of the poor, respect and joyful verses hate, contempt and fear”.

In the National Catholic Reporter, dated November 1-14, 2019, featured The Radical Gospel of Bishop Thomas
Gumbelton and the “much closer margins, the near margins, the poor, the disenfranchised, those treated
unjustly and those who resisted the militarization of the culture”.

It seemed an appropriate placement of this book and man who was a
prophet with the discussion of the Amazon synod. In the book, it
applies in all its best meanings. I thought it embraced and symbolized
the need of presence missing in the Synod at times. The photographs
say more than my words could.
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William (Bill) Manseau, Tewksbury, MA (Ordained 1961; Married Mary 1969)

I am pleased to have an opportunity to offer some comments on the recent Synod of the Pan-Amazon convened by Pope Francis to identify new paths for the evangelization of the People of God living in the PanAmazon region. As it happens, I am reading Austen Ivereigh’s Wounded Shepherd, Pope Francis and His
Struggle to Convert the Catholic Church published by Henry Holt and Company, New York, 2019. The Synod
was all about conversion as befits its goal of the evangelization of the People of God living in the Pan-Amazon
region and perhaps can serve as a conversion process template for other parts of the Catholic Church with due
consideration of their own unique needs in response to each’s discrete cultures (enculturation). This process
continued the work of Vatican II and features incorporation of needs which were below the surface at Vatican
2: the lifting of mandatory celibacy, enabling really free choices of commitment within the vocation to the
presbyteral office for men; the sacramental commissioning of women for ministries of Word and Sacrament
and governance; and the return of laity to the decision tables of the Church. It also featured the role of the
whole Church in responsibility for our common homeland, mother earth and its resources.
This was set in motion by our master helmsman, Pope Francis, equipped for this work by his years as Jesuit
priest in Argentina during the Peron years, bishop, archbishop, and Cardinal; and doctoral student in
Germany, as is made clear by Austen Ivereigh. This is a man with a long-range plan to foster in the Church
conversion to discipleship as he has made clear in his papacy ministry blue-print, Evangelii Gaudium, 2013
Apostolic Exhortation. John J. Allen, Jr. in his analysis of the Synod has pointed out that the issues of the
ordination of viri probati, the ordaining of women and the development of a special “Amazon Rite” passed
but “with an emphasis on caution.” Why be surprised? These are issues with over a thousand years of practices to overcome and transform. Here is where Francis the helmsman comes in as he steers the Barque of
Peter. He has years of pastoral and leadership experience in turbulent waters in Argentina and Latin America
and he has deliberately surrounded himself with similarly accomplished colleagues both ordained and lay as
Ivereigh makes clear.

The CORPUS community can take heart from all of this. We can contribute our pastoral outreach as married
priests in situations which present themselves as is made clear in CORPUS Research 2, Pastoral Ministry and
the Non-Clerical Priesthood, A Theological and Canonical Reflection by Dr. Anthony T. Padovano and present this ministry to the National Conference of Catholic Bishops as resources to them as they try to respond to
the event of The Pan-Amazon Synod’s results and soon Pope Francis’ response to the Synod. The Church,
under Francis’ leadership is on the move and so should we as part of that process.

I suggest that the CORPUS Executive Council convene a meeting of
the leaderships of the European Federation of Married Catholic
Priests, the Philippine Association of Married Catholic Priests, the Latin
America Association of Married Catholic Priests and the International
Federation for a Renewed Catholic Ministry via Zoom to consult on this
unique opportunity for the witness of married Catholic priests as to
how as national associations we might share ideas and consider what
we have to offer.
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Anthony T. Padovano, Morris Plains, NJ (Ordained 1959; Married Theresa 1974)
The Amazon Synod: Learning to Serve the Needs of People

One of the defining characteristics of Pope Francis is the ease with which he accepts that which is new. It
began with his very name. He is the first Pope who is named “Francis”, the first Jesuit Pope and he began his
time as Pope by asking for a blessing from those who came to celebrate his election and receive a blessing
first of all from him.

When he encountered a huge area made up of nine national regions in South America, known as the Amazon,
he thinks of new ways to solve the problem of its vastness and yet its lack of people to serve it. He considers
ordaining priests who may be married or celibate and accepting women as well as men to address its needs.
He finds continuity of tradition in change.

He does not believe that sameness is the only way to preserve that which we inherit. Pope Francis prefers
bridges to walls, especially when he confronts an issue that seems insoluble in the categories with which we
address it. When we deal with the Amazon, walls readily imprison us and trap us with problems at every turn.
In the Amazon, 80% of people go without the celebration of the Eucharist for months or years at a time. It is
no easy task to cross the Amazon and to do this with the frequency the Eucharist requires. The same might be
said for the sacraments of marriage and penance, of anointing the sick and ordination of ministers.
The challenge we face teaches us something new . The answer that is necessary in this case is the one that
works and that brings us serenity and peace and makes us compassionate.

We once concluded that not having priests marry and having women play a role at home, distant from a more
public role, would address the problem before us. We find, however, this way of proceeding complicates
rather than relieves the problem. We learn, at times, that a new approach brings us serenity and peace and
makes us more compassionate.

There was nothing quick in considering all the complicated issues. The
preparation for the Synod took some eighteen months and raised issues
of a married clergy and ministry for women. Through the process of discernment, national and regional issues were considered, people at large
were asked to suggest topics for a Synod to evaluate how to proceed.
Pope Francis asked us to hear where the Spirit of God was leading us
and not to throw the Spirit of God outside the room in our eagerness to
move quickly and to repeat what we have done in the past. We should
not be afraid of new things and we should not eliminate them simply
because we are afraid. Women often came forward to aid people in new
and helpful ways. Throughout October of 2019 amendments to the final
document were evaluated. New ways of thinking were not discouraged.
Women celebrate baptisms and witness marriages and hear confessions
where no absolution is given but people are encouraged to sense the
presence and compassion of God.

We are urged to see first the needs of people and how to serve them…
respecting people in a time of overwhelming need. This is paramount.
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William F. Powers Chapel Hill, North Carolina (Ordained 1959: Married Ann 1970)

The bishops, and other representatives, of the nine countries that comprise the Amazon region of South
America met recently in the Vatican to discuss the needs of the Catholic Church in their part of the world.
At the conclusion of their meetings, a report was submitted to Pope Francis that contains a number of recommendations, most notably the request that viri probati, mature married men, be eligible to be ordained
priests for the remote areas of the vast regions that rarely see a priest. Since the pope had signaled some
time ago that he would honor such a request, authorization is likely.
Could this be the wedge that will pry open the gate to a more universal married Catholic priesthood, a gate
that was slammed shut for the Western church a thousand years ago? Some Catholics hope so. Others
believe that negating what they reverence as the precious witness of priestly celibacy would be a great loss
to the Church.
As one ordained a priest for the Diocese of Brooklyn, New York in 1959 and who ten years later left the
ministry in order to marry, I’ve been around this issue for a long time. In fact, a generation ago I wrote a
book on the topic, highlighting the organizations that had sprung up with the objective of promoting a
married priesthood. For a number of years, large numbers of Catholics, especially from the ranks of the
thousands of us who had resigned from ministry, felt that change was just around the corner. With our
wives and growing families, we attended conferences at which speakers presented theological and pastoral
reasons why a married clergy was desirable — and inevitable.

Decades passed. Conservative popes not only were unsympathetic to a married priesthood but
were uneasy with the changes that had already been authorized. The season of hope that followed the
Second Vatican Council (1962-65), was followed by retrenchment. Gradually, the groups promoting a married priesthood lost momentum, members, and hope. In their publications, increasing amounts of space
was devoted to obituaries as the pioneer generation passed from the scene.
Will married priests in the Amazon revive movement and motivate a new generation of American
men to step forward and speak up, men who would love to be priests — with their wives at their sides?
But wait a minute!

No sooner had the reforms of Vatican II triggered hopes for a married priesthood than the
Women’s Movement in the broader society transformed the consciousness of many Catholic women. They
asked what until then had been unthinkable: Why can’t there be women priests? The ordination of women
to the priesthood in the Episcopal Church served as a model and precedent. Women began to accuse those
advocating a married male priesthood with sexism. Women, including some of the wives of married
priests, were radicalized. They were not impressed with the caution that it was necessary to take one step
at a time.

As head of a worldwide church, Pope Francis is walking a tightrope that has an electric current
running through it. He is challenged with the task of reforming the Church without alienating so many that
a schism is precipitated. Not only are many Catholics in the United States opposed to a married priesthood
– and most definitely to women priests — but whole nations in Africa and Asia are profoundly conservative.
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And those far off countries have an impact on the Church here. Whereas the United States has a
priest shortage, countries like Nigeria, India, and Vietnam are producing a surplus. American dioceses,
including Raleigh and Charlotte, short on local vocations, welcome priests from such countries to staff their
parishes.
What lies ahead?

Of course, the whole structure of a celibate male
clergy could collapse in a few years like a house of cards.
Think of how rapidly the United States presidency
changed from an uninterrupted line of white, male,
Protestant, married-but-never-divorced men, to the wide
range of incumbents and candidates of recent years.

However, it’s more likely that the Amazon will see
a smooth transition to a married priesthood. Bishops in
other regions of the world will request the same permission. In time, the rule will become universal. A few
decades from now, Catholics will scratch their heads,
wondering what the fuss was all about.
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Stu O’Brien Raynham, MA (Ordained 1964; Married Marie 1972)

CORPUS has been on the front lines of the movement for a married priesthood since its beginnings in 1974.
Originally the Founders felt that a married priesthood was right around the corner and believed that many of
us who left the active priesthood could and would serve as married priests if called back by their bishops to
serve. As we all know this never happened and consequently through the years, the organization developed
into support and healing for men leaving the active priesthood and an advocacy group for a reformed and
inclusive priesthood. Now forty years later, the Amazon Synod open the doors to a married priesthood in
their region. Pope Francis is left with unenviable task of implementing this decision. Sadly, allowing women
deacons never received a positive vote although the Synod voted for further discussion on the matter. We will
have to see how this plays out.
Although this decision on allowing a married priesthood was historic, I see other decisions equally important
for the future of the church and society. Its emphasis on ecological destruction in the region caused by climate change and man’s disregard for the environment. The Synod walked with the indigenous people of the
Amazon who have seen their lands and life destroyed.
However, what was extremely important was decentralizing
power from Vatican to a region. Previously, important decisions
were always made by Rome not by local regions. Synodality was
what the Vatican II sought but was never truly realized until
Francis some sixty years later. The ability of a region of bishops
to decide their needs rather than central authority Vatican was
huge. Although opening up the priesthood to married men was
important step, I think that allowing the ability of a local region
to define their needs and produce principles and standards to
meet these needs was huge.

In his letter to the Romans, St. Paul promises us that when we don’t know
how to pray, the Holy Spirit intercedes for us in groans too deep for words.
This is one of those times. We really don’t know how to pray and so
let’s take some moments of silence to allow the wordless groans of the Holy Spirit
who lives within each one of us to raise our prayers like incense to God.
Mary Pelligrino
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Robert (Bob) Walden, San Antonio, TX (Ordained 1968; Married Molly 1988)
I look back on the Synod with mixed feelings.
On the POSITIVE side: I am glad it happened.
It seemed to be a joyous, delightful happening. Cardinals, Archbishops, Bishops, Religious Superiors sat
down with laity and talked. Women were given a prominent place. Women were part of the daily reports to
the press, they gave significant presentations. Peoples from different countries mixed, got to know each
other, and form relationships. I often though that maybe something like this was what Jesus had in mind
when he talked about his Father’s Kingdom. The Holy Spirit seemed to be moving us along.
On the NEGATIVE side: Then, towards the end, the
doors were slammed shut and locked, the windows
were closed and shuttered.
The openness and transparency ended and secrecy
became the watchword. Behind locked doors, the
“Fathers” put their pointy hats together and decided
what it was all about.
Eventually they came out with a not very strong recommendation to the Holy Father for the ordination of
married men, but “let’s not talk about the diaconate
for women.”
Women were told their fate which was to go back home, save the Church, be the ministers the people knew
and depended on, keep Catholicism alive and be good. “Oh, and don’t even dream about becoming deacons.”
I was very disappointed.
Overall, however, I realized that God is still in charge of God’s Church. Through the centuries, we people
have been waylaying the Spirit’s work. We’ve blocked Her, minimized Her, avoided Her, and put our puny
ideas ahead of Hers.
Always, of course, the Spirit has kept the Church lurching forward. So, I know that God is still in charge and
inviting us to work together to bring about Peace and Love in this world—God’s Kingdom.

The Gift of CORPUS:
A Member Reflects
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Dear CORPUS Members:

The land of Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer attracted me to
a place in the simple life. I’ve lived and was part of nature’s paradise. This segued into writing verses to record those days that
impressed me while collecting rocks. Hence, the later latten
drive to enhance my thoughts with questions of God in the
sacred scriptures and the study of archaeology.
The book of poetry was part of a collection that grew as our
families’ expectations of me to remember events in their lives as
they grew.
I had an interest in Teilhard DeChardain and halfway through
the seminary I worked up the courage to mention that I was
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reading the Phenomenon of Man. This was his theses book
which peaked my awareness of lacunae in our curriculum. The
book, Looking Back and Forward-A Way and A Memoir is a
result of my inquisitive mind and searching far and wide for better answers and then I got. The gifted authors I quoted have me
still enthralled with the allurement that continue to call me forward. I close this book with quiet days in paradise where contemplation and meditation captured nature’s inscape on a
labyrinth built overlooking my home property on Lake Dora in
Montgomery Minnesota. It was this site that was an unfinished
dream. Enjoy!
Bob Loftus
Minneapolis, MN
bobloftus@gmail.com

